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This article introduces the textbook ·zhi na wen dian· in the Meiji time .·zhi na 
wen dian· was written by Ootsuki Fumihiko to meet the needs of  the Japanese 
Chinese scholar's research. It was built on the Chinese original book ·wen xue shu 
guan hua·, and as a Chinese textbook, it has many innovation spots in the grammar, 
the explanation form and the profound influence to the Chinese grammar system and 
the Japanese Chinese education. 
The author has consulted ·wen xue shu guan hua· related research situation, it is 
a pity that ·wen xue shu guan hua· has involved in many places but only mentioned. 
The related researches in domestic and overseas are so few, except the famous 
Japanese scholar Rokkaku Tsunehiro, he has made a detailed records of raw 
data ,the well-known Professor Mr. Li Wuwei in Xiamen University , Zhang Yanjun, 
Qian Daojing have been worked on that. This article tries to begin from grammar 
system of this textbook , enable to affirm its value, presents its status and the 
influence in front of the people. 
There are six chapters in the paper. 
The first is the brief introduction ,we introduce the backgrounds and the reasons 
of the book, to study the status and significance, as well as ideas and methods in this 
part, so that readers can get a general understanding of the book and the paper . 
The second chapter introduces the politics, the military, the economical aspects 
in details first , then the compilation backgrounds of ·zhi na wen dian·, the 
compilation structure and the compilation style. Demonstrates the unusual aspects in 
the grammar system explanation of this textbook,  lays the foundation for future 
works. 
The third chapter studies the grammar system emphatically, in this chapter, we 
utilizes the analysis, the comparison, the induction methods. First,make an analysis 
between ·wen xue shu guan hua· and ·ma shi wen tong·, ·gao deng guo wen 
fa·, ·zhong guo wen fa yao lue·, ·zhong guo xian dai yu fa · in Chinese grammar 
system, next, compared with Japanese and English grammar system of ·zhi na wen 















The forth chapter mainly research is the grammar teaching, simultaneously 
induces its shortcomings, raises the spots for Later teaching. 
To undertake the above, the fifth chapter starts from the grammar system of ·zhi 
na wen dian· ,sums the advantages and the disadvantages to provide experiences for 
future teaching. 
The fifth chapter describes the basic situation ,the position in Modern Chinese 
and the Japanese Chinese history of education of ·zhi na wen dian·, trying to 
reproduce the characteristics of this textbook and contributions. 
The last chapter reappears the basic situation , the value and the influnce of ·zhi 
na wen dian·. 
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代順序列出了 1867——1945 年日本近 80 年 1437 種漢語教科書、工具書的目錄；










                              










































                              
① 引自[日]牛島德次著，甄嶽剛編譯《日本漢語語法研究史》，北京語言學院出版社，1993 年 8 月第 1 版，








































語教學與研究之一瞥》（語言教學與研究，1980 年 02 期）寫了近代日本進行漢
語教學和研究的一些情況，以及王幼敏《近代日本中國語教育的的歷史軌跡——
同遠東政治緊密相連的語言教學》（廣西師範大學學報：哲學社會科學版，2006
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